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Abstract

Many historical buildings of the historic city of Venice (Italy) are founded on wooden piles which are very short and typically driven at very small spacing into the soft silty clay in order to improve the mechanical properties of the ground. Being permanently under the groundwater level does not prevent wood decay, indeed some recent evidences show that anaerobic bacteria can deteriorate the
wood even in anoxic conditions. On the basis of some experimental observation of the decay of wood mechanical properties, a simple
material model is proposed to describe the evolution of strength and stiffness over centuries in a simplified manner. This material
model is then applied in finite element analyses to investigate the effect of such degradation on the overall wooden pile foundation
response, accounting also for viscous soil behavior. To achieve this aim, at first the behavior of a single pile is analyzed, and then the
model is expanded to a pile group. The numerical approach is finally used to analyze a case history: the wooden pile foundations of
the ancient Church of Santa Maria Maggiore, which showed high differential settlements along its external walls.
Parole chiave: historical foundation, wooden piles, wood degradation, pile modeling.

1. Introduction
Historical Venetian buildings are commonly
founded over wooden planks, laid at 2-3 m depth,
(zatteroni) or short (1-3 m), small diameter (15-20
cm) wooden piles, embedded at a very small pitch.
Although piles were frequently used for external masonry walls and heavily stressed foundations, e.g. bell
tower, zatteroni were popular for inner walls even if
they are more stressed.
Small wooden piles aim to improve the mechanical behavior of the soft silty clay, which characterize
the shallowest layer of the Venice lagoon, reducing
settlements. Because of their shortness and small
spacing, the load bearing capacity of the foundation
does not increase significantly; moreover they rarely
reach stiffer layers.
The construction sequence used by the Venetians in the past may be described as follows (Fig. 1).
Firstly a dry working area was prepared by installing
wooden sheet pilings, the so-called “ture”, then piles were installed by percussion. A horizontal surface
was prepared by cutting the heads of the piles, and
laying a wooden planking, on which stone blocks,
bearing the above masonry wall, were placed. While
the construction was proceeding, soil was back filled
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in the surrounding area up to the ground floor level.
During this phase some consolidation has taken place resulting in a slightly improvement of the undrained soil shear strength, before the construction of
the rest of the building [CECCATO et al., 2013].
For a long time, wooden piles were believed to
last indefinitely, as they are permanently waterlogged. Disproving this assumption, recent evidence
shows that erosion bacteria can seriously deteriorate wood even in anoxic conditions. This evidence
also comprises wood samples taken from Venetian
foundations, which were partially in an advanced state of degradation [GOTTARDI et al., 2008; KLAASSEN et
al., 2008; BISCONTIN et al., 2009]. In order to understand the degradation process and its effects on the
structure, a multidisciplinary research project was
sponsored by CORILA (Consortium for the Research concerning the Venice Lagoon) and Venetian
Regional Authority. In this context, also a geotechnical study was promoted. The present paper shows
some results obtained during this study.
Within the geotechnical study, numerical
analyses were carried out using the Finite Element
method. In order to analyze the degradation process
in detail, in a first step a single pile was modeled considering strength and stiffness reduction. In the numerical model of a typical Venetian strip foundation,
beside wood degradation, also the time-dependent
creeping behavior of Venice lagoon soil was considered. Finally, the pile foundation of the Santa Maria
Maggiore church in Venice was investigated to un-
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Fig. 1 – Construction sequence of an ancient wooden pile foundation in Venice: 1) sheet pile installation (ture) and dewatering; 2) wooden pile and plank installation; 3) construction of the basement with calcareous stones and discharge of fill material; 4) construction of the masonry wall.
Fig. 1 – Sequenza costruttiva di una palificata lignea veneziana: 1) installazione delle paratie lignee (ture) e prosciugamento dello scavo;
2) installazione dei pali e del tavolato; 3) costruzione del blocco di fondazione in pietra d’Istria e riempimento con materiale di recupero;
4) elevazione della muratura.

derstand whether the observed differential settlement can be related to wood decay.

2. Materials involved in the study
2.1. Venice lagoon soils
The soils of the Venice lagoon basin are very heterogeneous. Their main feature is the presence of
a predominantly silty fraction, being a consequence
of mechanical degradation of the original sand particles. The silt is always combined with clay and (or)
sand, forming a chaotic interbedding of different sediments, whose basic mineralogical characteristics
are variable from site to site in a relatively narrow
range, due to a unique geological origin and common depositional environment [COLA and SIMONINI,
2002; BISCONTIN et al., 2007; COLA et al., 2008].
In the city area, clayey and silty beds of 2 to 5
m are found below a layer of filling material, whose
thickness is between 1 and 4 m. These clayey and silty beds are very compressible with a high void ratio,
and often contain organic material. Soil layers consisting of fine silty sand and sandy or clayey silt occur
between 5 and 15 m depth.
Sometimes, in a range between 5 and 12 m depth
a stiff silty clay layer, locally named caranto, can be
found. It shows a thickness which ranges from a few
centimeters to some meters. According to SIMONINI

et al., [2006], the caranto layer might be extended to
about half of the historic city. Its high stiffness is due
to the fact that this layer was subjected to overconsolidation as a result of oxidation during the 10 000-year emergence of the last Pleistocenic Glaciation.
The soils of the lagoon usually exhibit high time-dependent settlements [BERENGO et al., 2008; TOSI et al., 2012], which can be effectively reproduced
by the Soft Soil Creep model (SSC) [VERMEER et al.,
1999] as implemented in the finite element code
Plaxis [BRINKGREVE, 2011]. Therefore, the Soft Soil
Creep model was used in the numerical simulations
which couple wood decay and soil creeping.
2.2. Wood
The fabric of wood is composed by cells, and the
cell walls consist of micro-fibrils of cellulose and hemicellulose, embedded in a matrix of lignin. This
makes wood a highly heterogeneous, anisotropic
material. Moreover, its mechanical properties depend on a multitude of factors; amongst them density, water content and the presence of imperfections.
The formulation of a constitutive model of wood,
which fully takes into account all the main factors affecting its mechanical behavior is beyond the scope
of this paper. Within the performed analyses, wood
is modeled by a simple elastic-perfectly-plastic constitutive model with a Tresca failure criteria, i.e. it is
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assumed for simplicity that it behaves like a purely
cohesive material, but strength and stiffness change
in time; tensile stresses are not allowed.
Wood could be degraded by animals (mollusks,
crustaceans), fungi, bacteria and chemicals. Wood
partially submerged in salt water is highly attacked
by marine organism, such as ship worms. All parts of
the piling above the groundwater table are subjected
to severe attack by wood destroying fungi. In certain
conditions piles may lose their supporting function
in less than one year. Although timber below groundwater table is not attacked by animals and fungi,
bacteria and aggressive chemicals, present in the water, deteriorate wood at long term. Bacteria slowly
corrode the cell wall, however deteriorated wood
maintains its original shape in wet conditions but
collapses when dries [PEEK et al., 1981].
Bacteria are always present where wood is in contact with soil, but the speed of bacterial degradation
depends on the wooden specie and environmental
conditions [KRETSCHMAR et al., 2007; KLAASSEN et al.,
2008]. The outer part of the pile is usually characterized by the juvenile wood, so-called sapwood, which
is more susceptible to bacteria deterioration. KLAASSEN [2008] observed that in many pine piles, studied in the Netherlands, the whole sapwood layer was
moderately to severely degraded, whereas almost all
heartwood, i.e. the inner part, was sound. The level
of degradation decreases proceeding inward and
downward; in other words the outer part and the head of the pile are generally in worse conditions than
the rest of the pile.
KLAASSEN et al. [2012] reported an average severe decay velocity, i.e. the rate at which the severe degradation front penetrates the pile, of 0.13 mm/year
for spruce and 0.25 mm/year for pine, but extremely
low values are also observed. This means, assuming
typical pile diameter of 150-200 mm, that the entire
pile section may be deteriorated in about 7-8 centuries. The research on the factors that influence the
decay velocity is still in progress and, because of its
complexity, the phenomenon has not been fully understood yet.
The evaluation of the state of conservation of wood uses anatomical analyses and a wide set of chemico-physical parameters, the most important ones
being:
– Basal density (BD), which is the ratio between dry
mass and wet volume, sometimes it is referred to
the typical value of fresh wood, obtaining residual
basal density (RBD %)
– Maximum water content (MWC %), which is the ratio between the mass of water and the anhydrous
mass of wood
– Cellulose content (H) and lignin content (L).
In deteriorated wood, these quantities are strongly correlated and all of them have an effect on the
material strength. As proved by KLAASSEN [2008],
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the density decreases with the increase of MWC, following a power-law that is independent from the
species. Moisture content, proved to be the variable
closely related to compressive strength. Wood resistance decreases exponentially with the MWC, however the relationship between these variables depends
on the type of wood.
The pile’s volume is supposed to remain constant under groundwater level. Indeed, even severe
degradation by erosion bacteria leaves intact some
layers of the cell wall, which are strong enough to keep waterlogged wood in its original shape [HUISMAN
et al., 2007]. Bacteria decompose predominantly
polysaccharides (cellulose), while the amount of lignin remains constant and water replaces these molecules. This means that BD and H/L decrease while
MWC increases, accompanied by a decrease in mechanical properties. A hypothesis of a possible development of these parameters is shown in figure 2.
Due to the absence of reliable relationships
between physical or mechanical parameters and time, a simple linear decrease of the strength and
stiffness is used in the present study. This is considered to be sufficient for the purpose of this paper because the objective is to study the effect of
strength and stiffness decay in general and not a delayed analysis in time. Measurements of the elastic
modulus in ancient wood are not available. However,
strength and elastic modulus are frequently proportional in wood, so it is supposed that they would decrease following the same law:
(1)

Fig. 2 – Hypothetical properties trend of waterlogged
wood through centuries.
Fig. 2 – Andamento nel tempo ipotizzato per le proprietà del
legno immerso in acqua.
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Fig. 3 – a) Geometry and b) mesh (about 2 000 15-noded elements) for the single pile model [KOEPPL 2012].
Fig. 3 – a) Geometria e b) mesh (circa 2000 elementi a 15 nodi) per il modello a palo singolo.

where E0 is the elastic modulus of fresh wood and Vc
and Vc0 is the compression strength of ancient and
fresh wood respectively. ] represents the degradation level.

3. Single pile models
Preliminary calculations were conducted on a
single pile in order to study in detail the load distribution and the composition of pile resistance with
progressive wood degradation [KOEPPL, 2012]. Geometry, loading conditions and material parameters
used for this preliminary study do not refer to a specific case, but are based on those of typical historic
foundations in Venice.
For modeling the degradation of a single pile,
a rotationally symmetric model was set up with a
pile of 3 m in length and a diameter of 20 cm. The
distance from pile to pile is assumed to be 50 cm,
pre-defining the position of the lateral boundaries. The lower model boundary is situated 1.5 m below the pile’s tip. Standard boundary conditions
are applied: horizontal fixities at lateral bounda-

ries and full fixity at the lower boundary. The geometry and boundary conditions are shown in figure 3(a).
In figure 3 (b) the generated mesh is illustrated,
which, beside the soil, covers also the structural elements raft and pile. In total, the model consists of
about 2000 15-noded elements.
Interface elements are used to characterize the
soil-pile contact. The interface cohesion (ci) and the
interface friction angle (Mi) are estimated as a function of soil cohesion (c) and friction angle (M) by
defining the reduction factor R:
(2)
The reduction factor varies from 1 (rigid) to 0
(smooth).
For the single pile analyses, elastic perfectly plastic models, with Mohr-Coulomb and Tresca failure
criteria were used for soil and wood respectively; the
input parameters are summarized in table I.
All performed analyses follow the same calculation procedure: after the stress initialization (K0procedure), pile and raft were activated, a load of
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Tab. I – Soil and pile properties for the single-pile model.
Tab. I – Proprietà del legno e del terreno usate nel modello del
palo singolo.
Soil

Pile

J kN/m3)

19

8

M (°)

30

0

c (kPa)

7

7000

\(°)

0

0

Q

0.3

0.4

E (MPa)

30

7000

200 kPa was applied on the raft and then pile deterioration was simulated in steps.
Two different deterioration mechanisms are
considered in this preliminary study:
1. The uniform deterioration of the entire pile section (SD)
2. The degradation of a limited outer part of the pile (ID)
The degradation of the entire pile section is simulated by assigning reduced elastic modulus and
strength to the pile elements. The reduction steps
were refined when observing an elevated decrease in
pile normal force. The interface parameters are kept
constant at a value corresponding to R=0.7.
Figure 4 shows the force transferred to the pile
(Fpile) and to the soil (Fsoil) by the raft, they are calculated integrating the vertical stress at a horizontal
cross section just below the raft. With progressive decay of the pile the load is redistributed between pile
and soil.
The pile resistance Ftot, coinciding with Fpile,
consists of mobilized base (Fbase) and skin (Fskin) resistance. Fbase and Fskin are obtained by integrating
the total normal stresses in the bottom interface and
the shear stress in the interface along the pile shaft.
The change of these values can be seen from figure
5: initially, the base and skin resistance are approximately 20 kN each. The progression of the curves
shows an earlier and stronger decrease in skin resistance with ongoing degradation, and at the same time a continuous increase in settlements of the pile
head. Hence, the reduction of the total pile resistance is mainly due to the reduction of skin resistance.
The deterioration of the outer part of the pile, as
a consequence of a strong radial gradient of decay,
was modeled by a gradual reduction of the interface
parameters. The level of degradation ]i is defined as:




the SD analyses, this graph does not show a complete change in load-bearing: Fpile decreases with decay,
but, at the end of the analysis, it is still larger than
Fsoil. This is due to the very high stiffness and strength
of the pile material in comparison to the soil.
While ]i > 0.5, Fskin decreases while Fbase increases for the same amount (Fig. 7). The total mobilized pile resistance (Ftot) therefore remains constant for these levels of degradation. Afterwards, a
further reduction in skin resistance generates a decrease in the total pile resistance, therefore a greater part of the load is directly transferred to the soil
by the raft.



where ci0 and Mi0 are the initial interface parameters,
which correspond to R0=0.7. Figure 6 presents the
transfer of load from the pile to the soil with progressing decay. In contrast to the results obtained from
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Fig. 4 – Force transfer in case of SD.
Fig. 4 – Ridistribuzione del carico nel caso SD.

Fig. 5 – Load composition and pile displacement (U) for
case SD.
Fig. 5 – Composizione della resistenza e spostamento (U) della
testa del palo per il caso SD.
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Fig. 6 – Load transfer for the case ID.
Fig. 6 – Trasferimento del carico in caso di ID.

Fig. 7 – Force composition and pile displacement (U) for
the case ID.
Fig. 7 – Composizione della resistenza e spostamento della testa
del palo (U) nel caso ID.

In case of ID, the final displacement at the pile head is significantly lower than what is obtained
with SD. It should be noted that the degradation levels ]and ]i have different meanings in the two cases. Indeed in the case of ID the inner part of the pile keeps the mechanical properties of the fresh wood, therefore this represents an early stage of degradation, as well as the case in which only the sapwood is attacked by bacteria. In case of SD settlement
is mainly due to elastic and plastic strains in the region between the head and the tip of the pile. On
the other hand, for ID, strains under the pile tip are
very high, whereas the portion of settlements due to
the pile’s shortening is very small.
A dramatic stiffness reduction (]=0.001) of the
raft was also considered, but the effect is small both
in terms of stress distribution (some changes appears only at first phases) and displacement (a difference of less than 5% was observed).

church of Santa Maria Maggiore is presented. In addition, here the time-dependent behavior of soil is
taken into account by the constitutive model used
for the soil.

4. Pile group models
Despite the simplicity of the assumptions, the
single-pile model provides interesting insight into
the behavior of a single deteriorating pile. As a consequence of wood decay, the amount of load carried
by the pile decreases following a non-linear function
of ]. The reduction of pile resistance is mainly due
to the skin-resistance decrease. The current section
deals with finite element simulations of pile groups.
Firstly a typical strip foundation as commonly found
below the external walls of many historical buildings
in Venice is considered, then the case study of the

4.1. Typical strip foundation
The geometry, the loading conditions and the
material parameters of the considered case reflect
the common features of Venice ancient foundations. The strip foundation is simulated with a plane strain finite element model and again horizontal
displacements are fixed at lateral boundaries and
full fixities are applied at the bottom boundary. The
piling is 2.40 m wide, loaded by a vertical stress of
100 kPa.
The 2 m long piles were simulated with 15-noded triangular elements; interface elements (see
Section 3) were used for modeling the soil-pile contact. Pile width and distance were corrected to reproduce a hypothetic real foundation in the plane strain analysis conserving the substitution ratio
(D=Awood/Atot) and the ratio between skin and base
area (E=Askin/Abase):
(4)

(5)
where d = pile diameter, s = pile spacing, l = pile
length in the 3D foundation; a = pile distance, b =
pile width in 2D plane-strain analysis (Fig. 8). In
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Fig. 8 – Simplified representation of the wooden piling in
3D and plain strain 2D analyses.
Fig. 8 – Rappresentazione semplificata della palificata lignea.

the presented case d = 0.20 m, s = 0.25 m, l = 2 m
and then D = 50%, a = d = 0.20 m, b = 0.10 m.
The typical elastic modulus (1.00·107 kPa)
and the strength (2.43·104 kPa) of fresh pine samples were chosen as reference values, but, to consider defects and damage during driving, they were reduced by J=0.5 in the model. Degradation
was simulated by a linear decrease of wood mechanical properties in 300 years; the simulation
ends at ]=0.3%, which is a value that allow the
understanding of the main features of the phenomenon.
The piles are embedded in a 5 m thick normally consolidated clay, whose void ratio decreases with
depth. The void ratio at a certain depth was estimated by the normal consolidation line, whose equation is:
(6)
where
in (6) represents the void
ratio at p’=100kPa, eref is the critical void ratio at
p’=100 kPa,O and N are the compression and recompression index respectively.
Below this soft material a sand layer was placed
up to the lower boundary at 11 m. The material model selected was the Soft Soil Creep and input parameters assumed typical value of Venice’s soils (Tab.
II).
The groundwater level was assumed at the piles’
head level. After the calculation of the initial stress,
a uniformly distributed load (35 kPa) was activated
at the top, to simulate the presence of filling material used to reach the ground level. After having reset displacements to zero, the building construction
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Fig. 9 – Time-displacement curve considering and not
wood deterioration.
Fig. 9 – Curve tempo-spostamento considerando o meno il
degrado del legno.

was simulated turning on the load over the piles (100
kPa). Wood deterioration was simulated in steps by
changing the material properties assigned to the pile and the interface elements in 15 following phases.
The time-length of each phase is chosen in such a
way that it reflects the assumed degradation law and
a further increase of the number of phases does not
change the results.
Figure 9 plots the time-displacement curves in
case of well-preserved piles (dotted curve) and deteriorated piles (solid curve). The curves are almost
coincident up to a very severe degree of degradation; this means that settlements are mainly due to
creep behavior of soil, until wood has totally lost its
mechanical characteristics. If a more severe degradation is considered, the resistance of wood is reached
and settlements increase resulting in a very steep time-displacement path. One should remember that,
using the SSC model, results are very sensitive to the
choice of OCR and domain extensions; for this reason the absolute value of the displacement should
be considered with care. However the comparison
between the behavior of well-preserved and deteriorated piles is of interest.
Focusing on the shallowest clayey layer, by looking at a vertical cross section through soil, in the
middle of the foundation, we can see how mean effective stress (p’) and vertical displacement change
along depth with wood degradation (Fig. 10). While wood shows from moderate to severe degradation
(]>2%), the improved block settles rigidly and displacement increases in time mainly because of soil
creeping. Piles transfer the load to deeper layers; the
soil between the piles is lightly stressed and the pres-
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Fig. 10 – Mean effective stress (p’) and vertical displacement through depth for some values of E/E0 VV0.
Fig. 10 – Tensione efficace media (p’) a spostamenti verticali in funzione della profondità per alcuni valori di E/E0 VV0.

sure bulb is located under the pile tip. For very severe wood degradation (]<1%) the soil inside the improved block becomes heavily stressed and additional displacements are concentrated in this zone.
A popular way of representing a column-improved zone is the equivalent continuum; in which the
soil-reinforces system is simulated with a material
characterized by mean mechanical properties. This
technique could be used for Venice wooden pile
foundation, assuming:

consider directly the contribution of the skin friction
and does not allow any consideration on stress distribution inside the piling; however it is suitable for piles embedded at very small spacing and foundations
that reach stiff layers. This method is used to simulate the same foundation described at the beginning
of this Section and the results are in good agreement, proving that the simplification can be applied
for typical Venice ancient foundations.
4.1.1. THE CASE STUDY OF S. M. MAGGIORE

(7)
where M could be the elastic modulus or the compressive strength. The soil-pile interaction is handled
in a very simplified way; clearly this method does not
Tab. II – Mechanical properties of soil and wood in the
preliminary models.
Tab. II – Proprietà meccaniche del legno e del terreno utilizzate
nel modello preliminare.
Clay

Sand

Mcr (°)

32.9

34.0

O

0.119

0.072

eref

0.8

0.8

eN

0.874

J kN/m3)

19

19

N

0.0119

0.0162

P

0.007

0.0018

The current section considers the case study of
the church of Santa Maria Maggiore in Venice; the
input of the numerical model now refers to a real case. The church was built in the XVI century and has
experienced a differential settlement of 23 cm along
its south-east, 45 m long, wall, which was supposed
to be related to wood deterioration. The soil profile
and the geometry of the foundation were estimated
through in situ and laboratory tests: figure 11a shows
that the 1.5 m long piles are embedded in a soft clayey silt without reaching the stiff clay which is situated
between 5.80 and 7.80 m. Clayey silt and silty sand
characterize deeper layers; the soil properties are
summarized in table III. The foundation is 2.40 m
wide and the piles’ heads are constantly submerged
at 2.15 m depth. More detailed description of this case-history can be found in CECCATO et al. [2013]. The
load above the piles is estimated in 90kPa; figure 11b
shows the used geometry and discretization, as well
as the loads.
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Fig. 11 – S. M. Maggiore case study: a) stratigraphy and geometry of the foundation, b) numerical model.
Fig. 11 – Caso studio della chiesa di S. M. Maggiore: a) stratigrafia e geometria della fondazione, b) modello numerico.

(]<1%). Surpassing this value, a rapid increase in
settlements can be observed. This observation is confirmed even if a different deterioration law is considered, e.g. exponential decrease of mechanical properties with time [CECCATO et al., 2013].
These numerical analyses revealed that even very severe wood deterioration cannot fully explain
the high settlement measured along the considered
wall. Other factors should therefore be considered,
such as stratigraphic discontinuities, stress distribution inside the building and movements of soil near
the foundation during work in the area.

By boreholes through the foundation several wooden samples were collected and tested by CNR-IVALSA in Florence. Their average compressive strength
results in Vc = 2.08 MPa; no measurements of elastic
modulus are available, so it is estimated using equation (1). Wood decay was simulated by a linear decrease of mechanical properties in time. The simulation does not stop at the current state of conservation, but considers also more degraded material. Because of the high pile density (D≈80%), the improved
zone was modeled by the equivalent continuum method as explained in the previous section. Calculation
phases are similar to previously discussed models (see
section 4.1).
Figure 12 shows the time-displacement curves,
as obtained from the numerical model, both with
and without considering wood decay. Deterioration
increases displacements by some centimeters up to
a very severe loss of mechanical properties of wood

5. Conclusions
Many ancient buildings in Venice are founded
on short and closely spaced wooden piles used as soil
improvement. The wood may undergo a process of

Tab. III – Mechanical properties of soil and wood in the preliminary models.
Tab. III – Proprietà meccaniche del legno e del terreno utilizzate nel modello preliminare.
O

N

P

M q

J kN/m3

OCR

3.5-5.8

0.0557

0.022

0.0026

32

17

1.01

Silty clay OC

5.8-7.8

0.0367

0.0093

0.0003

32

21

6

4

Clayey silt

7.8-9.5

0.0862

0.007

0.0026

32

19

2

5

Silty sand

>9.5

0.055

0.009

0.003

35

19

1.05

Layer

Soil type

Depth

1

Filling

0-3.5

2

Clayey silt NC

3
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Modellazione agli elementi finiti
dell’effetto del degrado sulle palificate
lignee di Venezia
Sommario
Molti degli edifici storici di Venezia sono fondati su pali lignei,
usualmente molto corti (1-3 m) e di piccolo diametro (15-30 cm),
infissi a percussione molto vicini fra loro al fine di migliorare le
proprietà del superficiale strato di argilla limosa. I pali si trovano
costantemente immersi in acqua, ma le condizioni di anossia non
impediscono il degrado del legno da parte di batteri anaerobi.
Il comportamento meccanico del legno nei secoli è difficile da
modellare; in questo studio il degrado del legno nel tempo è
modellato in via semplificata e utilizzato in analisi agli elementi
finiti finalizzate allo studio del comportamento della palificata nel
tempo, tenendo conto anche del creep del terreno. È stato dapprima
analizzato il comportamento del palo singolo, come elemento della
palificata, e poi il comportamento del gruppo di pali. Infine è stato
considerato il caso-studio della chiesa di Santa Maria Maggiore,
che mostra un elevato cedimento differenziale lungo la facciata
sud.
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